In its continuous pursuit of enhancing and preserving workers' lives, Survival Systems Limited (SSL) designed its first Survival Training Simulation Theatre (STST™) in 2005 for training delivery in Nova Scotia, Canada. Since then, we have fulfilled contracts with commercial and military clients setting up similar Theatres around the world.

It is not possible for the majority of training centers to conduct training at sea nor can the true environment be held accountable for reliability and consistency in delivery of Mother Nature's elements.

To make training more realistic, by reproducing extreme environmental conditions in a controlled setting with reliable programming, STST™ facilities allow for increased fidelity and help to foster student confidence.

Through the main control panel of SSL's personnel-rated lift system, all training aids are integrated (e.g., wave ball, wind generator, rain generator, sound, lighting and visual effects, personnel-rescue hoist, water current, fog, downwash rotor fans and rain deluge, etc.). This means that at the touch of a button, training sequences can be programmed and repeated with consistency.

The smart control interface of the personnel-rated lift system, integrating all training aids, also allows for security swipe cards; and it keeps track of the number of cycles so that maintenance is easily scheduled when due.